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Abstract
We test performance effects of setting a relatively high reference point for peer-performance
comparison. To set such a reference point, we show some online students their performance
compared to the top quartile as opposed to the median. This yields a performance effect that is
concave in initial performance. The effect is negative for students below the median, and positive
for students between the median and top quartile. For students above the top quartile, the effect is
positive when reported performance is an outcome measure—grade—but not a process
measure—aggregate activity in the course. Consistent with measure type moderating the effect
of a high reference point in the upper range of performance, our survey evidence shows that
interest in outperforming peers persists (diminishes) at high levels of grade (aggregate activity).
Neither tested reference point has a greater performance effect on average. However, showing
the most effective of the two reference points in each partition of initial performance yields a 3040% greater performance effect than showing either reference point uniformly.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This study addresses performance effects of setting a reference point for peer comparison above
peer-median performance. Providing individuals with relative performance information (RPI), or
information for comparing one’s own performance to that of one’s peers, elicits performance
improvement in a variety of compensation settings. These include settings in which performance
is not linked to pay or made visible to others (Allcott [2011], Hannan, Krishnan, and Newman
[2008], Tafkov [2013]). Theories of social comparison, reference points, expectancy, and goals
could guide inquiry into the performance effects of the height of reference points for peerperformance comparison that are commonly displayed along with RPI.1, 2 Such inquiry could
inform the many government, non-profit, and corporate administrators who are using RPI
reference points to influence constituents’ performance.3 However, evidence of performance
effects of RPI reference point height is lacking.
We provide such evidence through a field experiment in online education. We compare the
performance effects of providing the peer top quartile as opposed to the peer median as a
reference point for peer comparison within RPI. Each RPI display includes a reference point
correctly labeled as one of those two alternatives. The data include measures of a range of
actions taken in online courses, as well as a log of each instance of a student who receives RPI
accessing it, over multiple months. The experimental setting and intervention do not involve
explicit incentives for performance, allowing for the identification of the distinct information
effect of RPI reference point height. In identifying this effect, we contribute to accounting
1

Examples of RPI that include reference points are Gorman [2015] and Daniels and Miller [2011] in hospitals,
Allcott [2011] and Schultz et al. [2007] in energy consumption, Harper et al. [2013] regarding a user-generatedcontent website, and Blanes i Vidal and Nossol [2011] from wholesale and retail.
2
We study reference points that are percentiles of the peer performance distribution. We use the term “reference
point height” in referring to how high a percentile of peer performance is provided as a reference point.
3
Allcott [2011] and Blanes i Vidal and Nossol [2011] are examples from corporations, Gorman [2015] and Harper
et al. [2013] from non-profits, and Kettle et al. [2015] and Hallsworth, List, Metcalfe and Vlaev [2014] from
governments.	
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literature on how RPI affects performance (Murthy [2010], Hannan et al. [2008, 2013], Tafkov
[2013]). We also contribute to economic literature on reference points for peer comparison by
looking at reference points set through anonymous reports rather than through an introduction to
an identifiable peer (Hanushek et al. [2003], Lavy, Silva, and Weinhardt [2012]).
Multiple disciplines offer insight into how RPI and reference points increase performance
apart from the rate at which performance is compensated. First, social comparison theory applied
in accounting research asserts that RPI facilitates a reward for performance in the form of
favorable comparison to one’s peers (Brown et al. [2007], Garcia and Tor [2007], Tafkov
[2013]). Second, economic research shows that providing higher reference points for total pay
increases willingness to exert effort at a given piece rate, lending evidence to referencedependent preferences for effort provision (Abeler et al. [2011]). Third, RPI reference points that
are portrayed as standards for success, as in our study, may exhibit characteristics of goals. Goal
theory states that goals energize and focus effort so as to increase performance (Locke and
Latham [2002]). Finally, expectancy theory notes that belief in the attainability of a performance
level reinforces motivation to work toward it (Atkinson [1957]). We draw from the referenced
theories in predicting the effect of providing a higher RPI reference point than the median.4
Our predictions and tests add to the insight from a growing number of field studies that
address the performance effects of providing RPI reference points (Azmat and Iriberri [2010],
Allcott [2011], Harper et al. [2013], Schultz [2007]). These studies report heterogeneity in
performance effects of RPI reference points: individuals underperforming the RPI reference
point exhibit a positive performance effect, while those outperforming are less positively or even
negatively affected. These studies do not, though, test the performance effects of varying the
4

Festinger [1954] and Smith [2000] address foundational theory regarding social comparison, Kahneman and
Tversky [1979] regarding reference points and loss-aversion, Locke and Latham [2002] regarding goals, and
Atkinson [1957] and Vroom [1964] regarding expectancy-based motivation.
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height of the RPI reference point provided. Theory suggests that providing the higher of two
reference points will most positively affect the performance of individuals whose performance
initially lies between the two. This implies a concave relationship between the positive
performance effect of providing a high reference point and an individual’s initial performance.
The predicted concavity includes both negative and positive effects in partitions of initial
performance, and so we do not ex-ante predict the sign of the average effect.
We find the predicted concave relationship. Relative to displaying the median reference
point, displaying the top-quartile reference point negatively affects the performance of initially
below-median performers and positively affects the performance of initially 50th-75th percentile
performers. We find that the effect among initially top quartile performers depends on the
measure of performance. In our experiments, we show students either the outcome-based
measure Grade, or the process-based measure Activity Level. Grade is the percent of course
problems correctly answered. Activity Level is a weighted sum of course actions such as video
views and discussion forum posts. In the case of Grade, surveyed interest in outperforming peers
persists at high levels, and top-quartile performers improve more when shown the top-quartile
reference point. In the case of Activity Level, interest in outperforming peers is weaker at higher
levels, and top-quartile performers improve less when shown the top-quartile reference point.
A few analyses shed further light on the effect of a high reference point for peer-performance
comparison. A survey shows that individuals are significantly less confident in their ability to
reach the higher, rather than lower, reference point. Combined with expectancy theory, this data
suggests that the negative performance effect when below-median performers view a relatively
high reference point is partially due to self-doubt. In terms of demographics, we assess gender as
an effect moderator. Prior research shows gender differences in the performance effect of peer
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comparison when the comparison occurs through an introduction to an identifiable, high
performing peer (Eagly [1978], Cross and Madson [1997]). These studies find that women
exhibit more positive performance responses to such comparison, and suggest that the result
arises from women being more prone to cooperate with and learn from the high-performing peer.
We test whether the same result holds when comparison occurs through viewing a percentile of
peer performance in a graphical display. In our setting, we do not find that gender moderates the
performance effect, consistent with the moderating effect depending on introduction to a peer
whom one can choose to cooperate with.
Our study makes three main contributions. First, we show effects of RPI reference point
height that operate through the private display of anonymous performance information. This
speaks to the growing body of economic, psychology, accounting, and management research on
such performance information display as a tool for influencing performance and behavior. This
research spans the private and public sector, with outcomes including retail service, educational
attainment, energy consumption, web-site content contribution, and taxpaying.5 Research on the
importance of the reference point displayed along with RPI could accordingly have significant
policy implications for a variety of corporate and other societal settings.
Second, analysis of the effects of RPI reference points in isolation informs theory and
empirical work in a variety of other accounting and economic streams of research.6 Research on
RPI-related accounting and economic mechanisms might draw from the current paper’s results in
a number of ways. For example, we find weaker returns to reference point height in the presence

5

See Blanes i Vidal and Nossol [2011] for evidence from the retail and wholesale industry, Azmat and Iriberri
[2010] regarding education, Allcott [2011] and Schultz et al. [2007] regarding energy consumption, Harper et al.
[2013] regarding web-site contributions, and Hallsworth et al. [2014] regarding taxpaying.
6
For examples of such RPI use, see Aranda, Arellano, and Davila [2014], Bol et al. [2010], and Murphy [2000]
regarding target setting, and Securities and Exchange Commission [2015] regarding disclosure and monitoring, and
Gibbons and Roberts [2013] regarding contracting. 	
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of RPI than have been shown for targets of similar height when RPI is hidden (Erez, Early, and
Hulin [1985], Locke and Latham [2002]). This offers a partial explanation for the prevalence of
easy targets given that targets sometimes derive from or communicate RPI (Aranda et al. [2014],
Fisher, Peffer, and Sprinkle [2003], Merchant and Manzoni [1989]).7 Also, tournament literature
raises the problem of motivating those who are very far below or above a rewarded cutoff (Asch
[1990], Casas-Arce and Martinez-Jerez [2009]). Our analysis shows an alternative means of
performance management for these parts of the performance distribution—providing a lower
reference point to low performers, and, in the case of outcome-based performance, a higher
reference point to high performers. Further, evidence on the performance returns to reference
point height could inform predictions of the effects of supervisor discretion in setting targets that
communicate RPI (Bol, et al. [2010]). Lastly, RPI reference points, especially the median and
top quartile, are commonly used in measuring corporate performance and evaluating employees.8
Research in those settings can use our results to account for behavioral responses to the display
of these two RPI reference points.
Our third contribution is to the substantial amount of accounting research that shows that the
format of information display influences decisions ranging from stock trading to assigning
employee bonuses (Bloomfield, Nelson, and Smith [2006], Dilla and Steinbart [2005], Maines
and McDaniel [2000]). Our study extends this research by showing how the height of the
reference point included in RPI influences performance. Given the common use of RPI and
associated percentiles in information displays, the height of reference points set for the purpose
7	
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See Bebchuk and Fried [2005], Bizjak, Lemmon, and Nguyen [2011], and Securities and Exchange Commission
[2015] regarding comparison of executive compensation and corporate performance to peer group percentiles, and
Berger, Harbring, and Sliwka [2013] and Grote [2005] regarding employee evaluation involving peer group
percentiles.
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of peer-performance comparison is a salient feature to provide evidence on (Song et al. [2015],
Bizjak et al. [2011], Gibbons and Roberts [2012] p. 67).

2. THEORY AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
Economics-based research addresses multiple functions of RPI that account for its widespread
use (Gibbons and Roberts [2012] p. 67). Incorporating RPI in incentive contracts reduces the risk
imposed on agents by filtering out common noise from a performance measure linked to
incentives (Holmstrom [1982], Lazear and Rosen [1981]). The performance measure is then a
more precise signal of effort, and attaching incentives to it imposes less risk on the agent in the
form of uncontrollable events that also influence the measure (Banker and Datar [1989]). RPI is
also of use to agents in forming expectations of pay for marginal effort in nonlinear incentive
schemes. When pay is contingent upon reaching certain levels of relative performance, agents
can use information on their proximity to those levels to form such expectations. Empirical
studies show that agents subject to nonlinear-incentive schemes expend effort according to their
updated rational expectations of pay for marginal effort (Asch [1990], Hannan et al. [2008],
Casas-Arce and Martinez-Jerez [2009]).
An emerging stream of accounting and economic research explores an additional role of RPI.
Agents incorporate the information into decisions about effort provision even when it does not
provide information on the rate of pay for marginal effort (Azmat and Iriberri [2010], Hannan et
al. [2008], Murthy [2010], Tafkov [2013]). These studies show generally positive performance
effects of providing RPI in fixed-wage, individual-performance piece-rate pay, and in no-pay
contexts. In many studied applications, RPI includes reference points for peer comparison,
oftentimes peer-median performance (Blanes i Vidal and Nossol [2011], Harper et al. [2013]).
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Recent economic studies have incorporated reference points as a component of models of utility
that traditionally only weigh monetary pay-off and cost of effort. In positively weighting a
reference point, utility functions account for “reference-dependent preferences” (Abeler et al.
[2011], Farber [2008]). Empirical results provide evidence that reference points for total pay and
for peer-performance comparison influence effort provision above and beyond the rate of pay for
marginal task performance. Although RPI and reference points both exhibit power in motivating
effort, little is known regarding the effect of RPI combined with reference points of varying
heights.
A number of field studies report generally positive effects of RPI performance display, but
do not test the performance effects of varying the height of included reference points (Allcott
[2011], Allcott and Rogers [2014], Azmat and Iriberri [2010], Harper et al. [2013], Schultz et al.
[2007]). These studies show heterogeneous performance effects that depend on initial
performance relative to the reference point; individuals initially underperforming a reference
point exhibit a more positive effect than those initially outperforming it. Proffered explanations
include the difficulty of achieving beyond an already high level, as well as a downward
psychological attractive power of reference points for those performing above them (Allcott
[2011]), Schultz [2007]). A potential implication of the observed heterogeneity is that a higher
reference point, relative to which individuals would be situated differently, would yield different
performance effects.
Research on social comparison, reference points, goals, and expectancy all help in
understanding how RPI and reference points influence performance. We address each of these
streams of research to provide context for our prediction of the performance effects of displaying
a relatively high RPI reference point.
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Social comparison theory explains how displaying RPI creates performance incentives. RPI
allows peer comparison and activates the associated incentives to outperform peers and attain a
more positive self-image (Smith [2000], Brown et al. [2007]). Empirical evidence shows that
RPI drives performance when peers are identifiable and when they are anonymous, in the
presence and absence of performance-based pay, and when one’s performance is and is not
visible to others (Klar and Giladi [1998], Hannan et al. [2008], Murthy [2010], Tafkov [2013],
Xiao and Lucking [2008]).
Behavioral economic research offers insight into the role of reference points—subtly implied
numbers that individuals positively weight in economic decisions—in influencing effort. In
particular, providing a reference point for expectations of total pay lifts effort toward the level
necessary to achieve the given level of pay (Abeler et al. [2011]). Individuals anticipate feelings
of loss aversion from receiving pay below the reference point. Utility in the form of a reduced
negative deviation from the reference point acts as a performance incentive (Abeler et al. [2011],
Farber [2008]). Reference points for effort provision come in forms other than levels of pay. For
example, recent research on marathons finds that runners feel a sense of loss from exceeding
round number finishing times that serve as reference points (Markle et al. [2015]). Runners exert
effort near the end of the marathon in order to finish a few seconds before the round number time
(Allen et al. [2016], Markle et al. [2015]).
The combination of RPI and reference points may also influence performance through a
similar mechanism as goals. Goals are explicitly set standards for performance or outcomeachievement, and may be suggested by others or set completely by personal volition. RPI
reference points may assume properties of goals to the extent that individuals accept them as
standards for success. Goal theory literature has established the ability of assigned goals to
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improve performance, without rewards for their achievement, through forces including the
following: 1) directing attention, 2) energizing activity, 3) affecting persistence, and 4) leading to
the arousal, discovery, and/or use of task-relevant capabilities (Locke and Bryan [1969], Locke
and Latham [2002]).
Expectancy theory suggests a qualification on the power of RPI reference points to drive
performance. It states that motivation to achieve an outcome, such as performing at or above the
level of a displayed RPI reference point, depends on perceived attainability of the outcome.
Motivation is increasing in “expectancy,” or the belief that effort will lead to performance
necessary to achieve the outcome (Atkinson [1957], Lawler and Suttle [1973], Vroom [1964]).
Goal theory similarly states that belief that a goal is attainable is essential to its motivational
effect (Erez and Zidon [1984], Locke et al. [1986], Locke and Latham [2002]). Perceived
attainability is particularly relevant to the provision of the RPI reference points addressed in this
study, which are inherently unattainable for either a large portion (in the case of median
performance) or the majority (in the case of top-quartile performance) of individuals.
An additional motivating force present in our study and in a variety of corporate and publicsector contexts is a visual indication of approval for performing well relative to a peer reference
point (Allcott [2011], Campbell [2002], Vanek Smith [2015]). An example of a visual used in
practice is color-coding, with green indicating high and red indicating low performance. Another
example is a smiley face for outperforming a reference point. We adopt smiley faces, as used in
field experiments from psychology and economics, in order to test the performance effects of
RPI reference points when outperforming them is visually congratulated (Allcott [2011], Schultz
et al. [2007]).
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The development of Hypotheses 2-4, regarding RPI reference point height, take into account
the motivating forces of RPI and reference points described. Hypothesis 1 addresses the effect of
providing RPI with a reference point in our study to test the intervention’s validity as a
performance management tool. All of our hypotheses are stated in the alternative form, and are
assessed using a two-tailed test.

H1: Providing relative performance information with a congratulated descriptive norm
reference point for peer comparison positively affects performance.

We predict a concave relationship between an individual’s performance before RPI reference
point provision and the performance returns to providing a higher RPI reference point. That
hypothesized concave relationship is based in part on our expectation that the top-quartile
reference point will not have an incrementally positive effect relative to the median reference
point for initially below-median performers. In fact, expectancy theory and forces of reference
points and social comparison even suggest the possibility of negative returns to a higher
reference point for this group. The higher reference point would impose a lower value on
expectancy, a construct positively related to motivation, for individuals performing beneath the
lower reference point (Atkinson [1957]). Also, loss aversion felt through negative deviation from
reference points is greater the closer one is to the reference point (Kahneman and Tversky
[1979]). Loss aversion is an effort-motivating force that would be weaker with a more distant
reference point as long as the individual is similarly interested in surpassing either (Abeler
[2011], Heath et al. [1999], Markle et al. [2014]). In terms of utility from congratulations for
exceeding an RPI reference point, the lower reference point would offer greater returns to
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marginal effort. In our study, individuals can anticipate the congratulations using the RPI display
legend, which showed a smiley face associated with exceeding the RPI reference point.
From a social comparison theory standpoint, raising the reference point increases the height
of the upward social comparison for this group. Social comparison of performance involving
great upward distance has been shown to cause discouragement and hurt performance (Rogers
and Feller [2015]). Individuals who are below median because they struggle to interact
effectively with the course might also resort to ineffective or unsustainable strategies for doing
so (Hannan et al. [2008]). Research on tournaments and rank-based-pay also suggests that
individuals are discouraged to the point of giving up when they feel that an explicitly rewarded
reference point is too high (Bandiera et al. [2013]). A similar force may apply to peer
comparison reference points. Further, the upward attractive force of the median reference point
may be uniquely powerful due to its relevance to comparison of oneself to what is average given
the common desire to consider oneself above-average (Dolan et al. [2012], Larrick et al. [2007]).
On the other hand, goal and reference point research implies some advantage of the higher
reference point among initially below-median performers. Goal theory shows that, subject to
goal commitment, a higher goal elicits greater performance (Locke and Latham [2002]). Also,
individuals who surpass the median might be drawn higher still by the higher reference point.
This concept is in line with utility from eliminating feelings of loss-aversion for performance
below a reference point, and with desires to reach a congratulated level of performance (Abeler
[2011], Heath et al. [1999], Reno, Cialdini, and Kallgren [1993]). Although theoretical
implications for the effect of providing the top-quartile as opposed to median reference point for
individuals initially below both are mixed, we predict a slightly negative performance effect
among these individuals.
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In the partition between the two alternative reference points, forces from goal theory and
expectancy theory are more aligned with a positive effect of a higher reference point than in the
case of below-median performers. The 50th-75th percentile performers are more likely to view the
higher reference point as attainable, and therefore to be committed to it as a goal (Locke and
Latham [2002]). In terms of expectancy theory, the belief that effort will lead to performance
necessary to reach the reference point would be higher for these individuals than for those who
are below median (Atkinson [1957]). Also, for 50th-75th percentile performers, the higher
reference point introduces the motivating force of “valance,” or satisfaction from reaching a
rewarded level of performance (Atkinson [1957], Lawler [1968]). The lower reference point, by
contrast, offers valence from rising above a rewarded performance level only to those in this
partition of initial performance who fall below the median. Other than potentially greater innate
interest in and resulting peer-comparison engagement from the median reference point, theory
suggests a uniformly positive effect of the providing the top quartile point instead to the 50th-75th
percentile performers (Dolan et al. [2012], Larrick et al. [2007]).
Individuals in the top quartile of performance view a reference point below their position in
the distribution in both the case of median and top-quartile RPI reference point display. Neither
the top-quartile nor the median reference point, then, offers valence in the form of changing
one’s initial performance relative to the RPI reference point. A few qualified forces might work
to the positive performance effect of providing the higher reference point to this group. Topquartile performers are more likely to fall beneath the higher than the lower reference point. The
greater prospect and instance of that event when the reference point is higher might yield
stronger performance incentives. Also, to the extent that peer-comparison reference points carry
downward attractive power, a higher reference point might act as a bulwark to mitigate a
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resulting performance decline (Schultz et al. [2007]). However, evidence of a downward
attractive force of RPI reference points, though, is mixed (Allcott [2011], Harper et al. [2013]).
Further, greater innate interest in the median may drive social comparison and related
performance among top-quartile performers (Dolan et al. [2012], Larrick et al. [2007]). Finally,
the higher reference point reveals to top-quartile performers that they are toward that positive tail
of the distribution. This could create concern that one’s behavior is economically suboptimal and
discourage effort (Schultz et al. [2007]). We predict a positive effect of providing the top-quartile
as opposed to the median reference point among initially top-quartile performers despite the
noted limitations of forces working toward that effect. We predict that performers initially
between the median and top-quartile, those theoretically more uniformly benefitted by viewing
the top-quartile reference point, will exhibit greater positive effects from its display than will
performers initially in the top quartile.
Hypotheses 2a-c predict the effect of providing the top-quartile as opposed to median
reference point in each partition of initial performance addressed above. These predictions
include effect directions despite the noted possibility of forces working in the opposing direction.
Identifying the direction and significance of effects among partitions helps in understanding the
nature of the concavity that Hypotheses 3a-c outline. Identifying the nature of any observed
concavity, in turn, deepens understanding of the overall effect of the higher reference point,
which Hypothesis 4 addresses.

H2a: Presenting the peer top quartile, as opposed to the peer median, as a congratulated
reference point for performance negatively affects the performance of individuals who are
initially below both reference points.
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H2b: Presenting the peer top quartile, as opposed to the peer median, as a congratulated
reference point for performance positively affects the performance of individuals who are
initially between both reference points.

H2c: Presenting the peer top quartile, as opposed to the peer median, as a congratulated
reference point for performance positively affects the performance of individuals who are
initially above both reference points.

H3a-c address a concave relationship between initial performance and returns to a higher
reference point, which H2a-c collectively imply. H3a predicts a relatively more positive effect of
the top-quartile as opposed to the median reference point in the partition of performers initially
between these alternative reference points than in the outer two partitions. H3b (H3c) predict a
more positive effect in the in-between partition than in the lower (higher), helping to further
define the shape of performance returns to a higher reference point along the scale of initial
performance.

H3a: The performance effect of presenting the peer top-quartile, as opposed to the peer
median, as a congratulated reference point for performance is more positive for those who are
initially between median and top-quartile performance than for those who are not.

H3b: The performance effect of presenting the peer top-quartile, as opposed to the peer
median, as a congratulated reference point for performance is more positive for those who are
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initially between median and top-quartile performance than for those who are initially below
median performance.

H3c: The performance effect of presenting the peer top-quartile, as opposed to the peer
median, as a congratulated reference point for performance is more positive for those who are
initially between median and top-quartile performance than for those who are initially above topquartile performance.

H4 addresses the average effect of providing the top-quartile as opposed to median reference
point. H2a predicted a negative effect among the half of individuals initially below median. H2b
predicted a positive effect among the quarter of individuals who are initially between alternative
reference points. H2c and H3c collectively predicted a positive effect for the quarter of
individuals above both alternative reference points that is less positive than it is for the quarter of
individuals initially in-between the alternatives. H2a-c and H3a-c might involve effects in
segments of initial performance that balance out, or alternatively that yield a directional net
effect. We test for a net effect, but do not predict its direction given the directional opposition of
predicted effects along the scale of initial performance.

H4: Presenting the peer top quartile, as opposed to the peer median, as a congratulated
reference point affects performance.

3. FIELD SETTING AND DATA
3.1 Field Setting
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In 2012, MIT and Harvard University jointly founded edX, a nonprofit organization offering free
online courses, assessments, and certificates for higher-education courses. HarvardX, our study’s
field site, is the constituent organization of edX that offers courses from Harvard University
faculty members. Enrollment is open globally and with no prerequisites or application process.
All instruction occurs online. Course topics range from literature to statistics, and are open for
periods ranging from a few weeks to a full year. We conducted experiments in four statistics
courses that ranged in enrollment from roughly 6,000 to 25,000.
3.2 Experiment Design
Our study’s 1x3 experiment design consisted of a control group, which received no RPI display,
and two treatment groups, one that received an RPI display with the peer median reference point,
and one that received an RPI display with the peer top-quartile reference point. The reference
point in a display was labeled either “classmate median” or “classmate top quartile” to correctly
reflect the point in the peer distribution that it represented. A student viewing a display was
thereby informed which of those two standards he or she was being compared to. We provided
students access for a period of over two months to a personal RPI display that included a
reference point for peer comparison: either median or top-quartile performance. We delivered the
RPI to each of the two treatment groups using weekly emails with a link to the RPI data displays.
To increase exposure to the intervention, we placed links reading, “Check your progress” within
the course platform. Control group students clicking the link were directed to the default
HarvardX progress chart for the course, showing completion status of individual assignments
with no RPI. Treatment group students clicking the link were directed their personal RPI display,
below which sat a link to the default HarvardX progress chart for the course. The displays were
updated and available daily. Appendix A contains images of the graphs and survey instruments.
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In the main experiment we used “Activity Level” (defined in Table 1 and described in
section 3.3 Data) as opposed to grade as the measure of performance. The choice of the latter
was a matter of data availability; edX could not provide us daily access to grades at the time our
proposal was approved, and in some courses approved for the experiment, grades were selfassigned and so not a verifiable indicator of performance. However, this study’s referee observed
that individuals may respond differently to RPI regarding effort, which Activity Level captures,
than they do to RPI regarding an outcome, such as grade. We developed the technology
necessary to acquire daily access to objective grades. We ran the experiment both as registered
for the conference, with Activity Level as the dependent variable, and as advised by the referee,
with grade as the dependent variable. We refer to the former as our “main experiment,” and the
latter as the “supplemental experiment.”
3.3 Data
Our study benefits from intricate student-course-level data. Quantitative data include each
student’s number of clicks on course content, number of days on which they were active, number
of video views, number of discussion forum posts, grade, and several other measures of activity
in the course. Qualitative data include student demographics and responses to surveys, which we
incorporate in the additional analyses.
Activity Level is an aggregate measure of how active the student is in the course. It is a
weighted sum of activities that represent course engagement: accessing the course, clicking on
course content, watching videos, interacting in the discussion forum, and attempting problems.
The weight applied to each summand approximately scales the summand’s historical mean to the
historical mean of video views. The historical means were measured using data from past
iterations of the host courses.
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Grade represents the percent of the course’s total problems that the student has answered
correctly. Problems can be completed asynchronously. This facilitates a flexible, modular
learning environment that students can use to suit their particular educational needs. The low
mean Grade for students who have attempted problems does not reflect low accuracy, but rather
students selecting which material they will complete and having less-than-perfect accuracy in
completing the material. Success by Grade in our setting could be thought of as similar to
Academy Awards. A director’s number of awards is a function both of the number of movies the
director chooses to make and the director’s success rate in making awarded movies.
Table 1 contains a full list of variable definitions. The dependent variable in the main
experiment is Δ Activity Level, and in the supplemental experiment is Δ Grade.9 The other
variables are used in the same manner across both the main and supplemental experiments.

4. ANALYSIS
4.1 Analytical Approach
To make best use of the data, including null results, our study draws both from Null Hypothesis
Significance Testing (NHST) and Bayesian analysis. We conduct NHST using ordinary least
squares regressions for each hypothesis. When the data fail to reject a null hypothesis, or when
our alternative hypothesis predicts no relation, we conduct Bayesian analysis indicating how
much more probable we can expect a significant relation to be than we could before the
realization of the data.

9

We calculate Activity Level and Grade for both courses, but only calculate Δ Activity Level and Δ Grade for the
respective experiments wherein each is the dependent variable. This is due to limitations on the longitudinal history
in our raw data source for each when it is not the dependent variable. It is outside the scope of this paper to show
how Δ Activity Level and Δ Grade correlate during our experiment. Including Activity Level and Grade in
descriptive statistics, though, shows how the two correlate over the span of a course.
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In selecting our sample, we follow precedent from past economic research in similar field
settings, and apply guidance from a methodology study on experiments in online courses. One
empirical challenge is that of zero-inflation from the large percentage of individuals who enroll
and then do not participate in these courses (Lamb et al. [2010]). Enrolling in a course is free, so
individuals often enroll in a noncommittal manner. We exclude from our study students who
enroll in, but do not access, the course. Of those who access the course, a large number do not try
graded content. We exclude these individuals in the supplemental experiment to avoid zeroinflating the displayed standard of performance. A similar restriction of a sample to the portion
of active online community members can be seen in Harper et al. [2013]. This provides
individuals with a comparison to others that they deem as similar; such similarity is key to
engagement in social comparison and the related effectiveness of RPI (Harper et al. [2013],
Tafkov [2013]). Another empirical challenge is the influence of a small number of outliers who
utilize an online course approximately ten times more than the 99th percentile (Lamb et al.,
[2010]). We winsorize values for Activity Level and its component Problem Attempts (number
of problems attempted) in their 99th percentiles before using either as a dependent variable to
ensure that a small number of extreme outliers do not drive or offset results. This is not necessary
for Grade, which is inherently capped at 100. We cluster standard errors at the student level to
correct for auto-correlation from students who enroll in more than one course hosting the
experiment. Any students present in more than one course hosting the experiment are included in
the same experimental group in all courses, and their experimental group membership was, as
with all students, set through random assignment.
4.2 Descriptive Statistics
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Tables 2 and 3 show the sample selection and descriptive statistics for the main and
supplemental experiments, respectively. The courses attract individuals who are on average in
their 30’s. The majority are male, have at least a bachelor’s degree, and live in a developed
country. Of those who responded to the pre-course survey, the average student is somewhat to
very familiar with the course content and intends to complete at least some course content. The
baseline means for Activity Level and Grade are 96.5 and 19.02, allowing students an
opportunity to reveal their level of initial performance before the experiment began. Activity
Level rises by 17.56 and Grade by 1.98 in the control groups during the main and supplemental
experiments, respectively, indicating substantial activity during the experiments separate from
the display of RPI.
Tables 4 and 5 show the correlation matrices for each experiment. Both Age and
Developed Country are positively correlated with our study’s measures of performance. Survey
responses indicating prior experience with online courses and commitment to complete the
course are also generally positively correlated with performance. Female gender is negatively
correlated with prior experience and commitment. Likely through those mediators, it is also
negatively correlated with performance.
Tables 6 and 7 show the geographic distribution of students. Students are widely
dispersed around the globe. Europe and North America are about equally represented. Asia is
close behind at about 80% of the population from Europe. Africa and South America each
account for about 10-30% of the better-represented continents.
Tables 8 and 9 show RPI access across treatments. The grade RPI attracts more attention
than Activity Level RPI. In both cases, only a small portion of the sample chooses to view the
RPI. Future research can explore whether RPI could have a much stronger effect in practice were
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it delivered with explicit incentives for opening it and thereby viewed more broadly. Our study
speaks to settings in which viewing RPI is voluntary and a relatively small number of individuals
opt to.
Tables 10 and 11 show the distribution of the dependent variable for each experiment (Δ
Activity Level for the main experiment, and Δ Grade for the supplemental experiment) by
treatment and level of initial performance. Figures 1 and 2 provide a graphical representation of
the distribution of the dependent variable for each experiment.
4.3 Results
In both the main and supplemental experiments, we find evidence to support H1 that providing
RPI positively affects performance. The effect estimates for Activity Level and Grade appear in
Column 1 of Table 12 Panel A and Table 13 Panel A. Both experiments also provide evidence to
support H2a, that the lower reference point more positively affects performance than the higher
reference point among initially low performers. These results are shown in Column 2 of Table 12
Panel A and Table 13 Panel A. In the main experiment, we find statistically significant evidence
in support of H2b. Specifically, the higher reference point more positively affects performance
than the lower reference point among individuals initially in between these two reference points.
Column 3 of Table 12 Panel A shows this result. We find similar evidence, although not at a
statistically significant level, in the supplemental field experiment, shown in Column 3 of Table
13 Panel A. The Bayes Factor of 2.04 warrants updating a prior of no relationship in favor of the
model’s estimate of a positive relationship to a level twice the probability before the realization
of the data. Among individuals initially in the top-quartile of performance, the estimate in
Column 4 of Table 13 Panel A supports H2c that displaying the higher rather than lower
reference point for Grade yields a more positive performance effect. This result does not hold
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when the performance measure is Activity Level, as is visible in Column 4 of Table 12 Panel A.
In fact, the substantial Bayes Factor of over 20 suggests that providing the higher rather than
lower RPI reference point yields a negative effect among initially top-quartile performers. Our
hypothesis noted reasons why this might be the case, including a lack of desire to be above the
top-quartile of peers by a process measure, and even concerns that one is putting in more than the
optimal amount of effort. We address this result conceptually in Section 5: Discussion.
The results in each partition of initial performance form the basis for a concave
relationship between initial performance and the positive effect of displaying the higher rather
than lower reference point as predicted in H3a. In Table 12 Panel B and in Table 13 Panel B,
Column 1 shows a concave relationship, captured by the positive coefficient on the interaction of
RPI_T and Initially Third Quartile. Third quartile refers to the 50th-75th percentile. Column 2 in
each of those two panels reveals that the concavity is in part due to the higher reference point
yielding greater performance effects among the initially third quartile performers than among
low performers, as predicted in H3b. Column 3 in each of those two panels tests H3c, that the
concavity is in part due to the higher reference point yielding greater performance effects among
the third quartile than the top quartile of performers. This is the case in the main experiment,
with Activity Level as the measure of performance. In the supplemental experiment, with Grade
as the measure of performance, the higher reference point does not yield significantly better
performance results among third quartile than top quartile performers. The Bayes Factor of 1.93
for that test indicates that such a relation is roughly twice as likely in light of the data.
Figures 3 and 4 provide a graphical representation of the concave relationship between
the performance effects of providing a relatively high reference point and an individual’s initial
performance. The tendency of high performers to respond with little-to-no competitiveness upon
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viewing the high reference point for Activity Level produces a hill shape in the main experiment,
shown in Figure 3. The tendency of high-performers to respond competitively to viewing the
high reference point for Grade produces a plateau shape in the supplemental experiment, shown
in Figure 4.
We test for an average performance effect with H4. We do not find an average effect of
providing the top-quartile as opposed to median reference point. The tests of this hypothesis are
shown in Column 4 of Table 12 Panel B and Table 13 Panel B for the main and supplemental
experiment, respectively. The Bayes Factor of 3.79 for the main experiment, with Activity Level
as the performance measure, suggests that we can update a prior of no relationship in favor of the
model’s estimate of a negative effect to a level of 3.79 times the probability before the
realization of the data. In the supplemental experiment, with Grade as the performance measure,
the Bayes Factor is 2.79 in support of updating a prior of no relationship to that of a negative
effect.
4.4 Additional Analyses
To illustrate drivers and determinants of the main effects, we present the results of a few
additional analyses. The first set of additional analyses addresses differences in performance
effects by gender. Studies of social interaction point to differences in the cooperativeness and
benefit from interactions dependent on gender (Eagly [1978], Cross and Madson [1997]). Recent
evidence suggests females exhibit more positive performance effects from interaction with high
performing peers than do males (Lavy et al. [2008]). We test whether females similarly benefit
more from comparison to a high reference point of peer-performance, or whether such genderbased heterogeneity is weaker when the element of social interaction in peer comparison is
weaker. Three other background variables that the majority of students provide information on
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are age, residence in a developed country, and level of education. We include these, as well as
original performance, in a fully interacted model with RPI reference point height in testing the
moderating effects of gender. The results are shown in Table 14. We do not find that women
benefit more than men from the provision of RPI, or from the provision of the relatively higher
reference point within RPI. The lack of a differential effect is in line with theory that the gender
differential in performance response to peer comparison derives from the associated
opportunities to interact and cooperate with an individual revealed to be a high performer, which
anonymous reporting does not provide.
In Table 15, we look at the source of the improvement in Grade in the supplemental
experiment. The result may arise through a quantity, quality, or joint quantity-quality
mechanism. Specifically, RPI may motivate students to attempt more problems, to answer
problems with greater accuracy, or some combination of the two. We find that Grade RPI display
led to a higher quantity of problems attempted, but not a statistically significant increase in the
accuracy of problem attempts. This suggests that the RPI led to increased effort as opposed to
aptitude. This result is in line with theories of reference-dependent preferences for effort
provision (Abeler et al. [2011]).
A final set of additional analyses draws on a post-experiment survey that measured
interest in the alternative reference points and confidence in their attainability. Tables 20 and 21
tabulate the survey responses and related tests. In the case of Activity Level, interest in viewing
and outperforming the lower reference point is higher than it is for the higher reference point.
Some individuals are interested in outperforming the median, but less interested in
outperforming the top quartile. In the case of Grade we found equal interest in viewing the two
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reference points. We also found interest in outperforming peers that persists in its strength even
at levels above the higher reference point.
These results help to understand the drop-off in the performance effect of the higher
reference for those who’ve exceeded it when performance is process based (Activity Level), but
not when it is outcome based (Grade). In the case of Activity-Level RPI, the high reference point
is less may feel complacent and even wonder whether their level of process-performance is
suboptimal. In the latter, the survey evidence suggests desires to outperform the higher reference
point, a goal that the top-quartile RPI treatment facilitates by showing them the higher reference
point.
In the case of both outcome and process performance, confidence in the achievability of
median performance is significantly greater than confidence in the achievability of top-quartile
performance. We find that the lower performers, those for whom the top quartile is particularly
distant, perform better if shown the relatively lower reference point. This result is in line with the
predictions of expectancy theory that motivation to achieve an outcome is increasing in its
perceived attainability.
4.5 Alternate Model Specification
In analyzing data and receiving workshop feedback, we have come across a more parsimonious
display of our hypothesis tests than breaking our sample into several factions for subsample
comparisons as we did in Tables 12-13. Given that our tests are comparing means, a cell means
model allows displaying each mean of interest in each subsample in a grid. This is shown in
Tables 16 and 18 for the main and supplemental experiments, respectively. F tests then allow
comparing means within the model. Finally, Χ2 tests allow comparing effect estimates,
necessary to test whether the effect of the relatively high reference point is indeed statistically
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significantly stronger among individuals initially between as opposed to outside the two
alternative reference points. The F and Χ2 test results are in Tables 17 and 19, which address the
main and supplemental experiments, respectively. This specification yields the same rejections
of null hypotheses at the same levels of statistical significance as do the specifications in Tables
12-13, which were outlined in our original submission. We welcome feedback on replacing our
original specification with the cell means display in subsequent drafts of this paper.

5. DISCUSSION
This study most directly contributes to a growing body of economic, psychology, accounting and
management literature on the distinct effects of RPI, or those separate from pay for or visibility
of relative performance (Blanes i Vidal and Nossol [2011], Hannan et al. [2008], Harper et al.
[2013], Tafkov [2013]). While such applications of RPI often include a reference point for peer
comparison, little, if any, empirical evidence has established the effects of RPI reference point
height (Allcott [2011], Harper et al. [2013]).
Principally, we offer some of the first evidence that the performance effect of providing a
relatively high RPI reference point depends on initial performance. Our study indicates the
quantiles of performance in which the performance effect of viewing the top-quartile as opposed
to median reference point are negative and positive. The effect is negative for initially belowmedian performers. The effect is positive for individuals initially in between the two reference
points. The effect is positive for top-quartile performers in the case of the outcome-based
measure Grade. However, it is nearly statistically significantly negative in the case of the
process-based measure Activity Level. In developing hypotheses, we noted a few reasons why
this might occur, and these seem to apply in the case of Activity Level. One was that individuals
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might be more interested in checking their comparison to the median than to the top-quartile.
Tables 20 and 21 show that individuals report more interest in viewing and comparing favorably
to median performance than top-quartile performance. This result holds in untabulated tests in
which we restrict the survey to the responses of top-quartile performers. A second, related reason
was that individuals might interpret their standing above the higher reference point as a sign of
suboptimal behavior. If so, this plausibly applies more to Activity Level than grade given that
individuals feel a greater sense of optimality in performance that reveals high skill or intellect
(Tafkov, [2013]). Overall, our study shows that performance effects of providing a higher rather
than lower reference point exist in partitions segmented by the reference points despite not
appearing on average.
A second contribution is to isolate effects of comparison to peers through reporting from
comparison through social interaction. A body of economic research addresses comparison
through social interaction (Hanushek et al. [2003], Lavy et al. [2012], Lin [2010], Lyle and
Smith [2014]). Analyses of plausibly exogenous changes in peer group composition show that
exposure to high performing peers leads to improvement in one’s own performance, with some
evidence that very high or very low performing peers carry disproportional weight in influencing
one’s own performance (Lavy et al. [2012], Lazear [2001], Hoxby and Weingarth [2006]).
Fundamental to the performance effects in these studies are social interactions that involve
assistance from high-performers, networking, and learning through observation (Lavy et al.
[2012], Lyle and Smith [2014]). Our study focuses on displaying an anonymous standard of peer
performance as opposed to altering one’s peer-group or mentors. We do not find a positive
relationship on average between high peer-performance and own performance through reporting
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alone. This suggests that the interaction component of peer-performance comparison is
fundamental to the positive effect of exposure to high-performing peers.
By showing the distinct effects of RPI reference point height, we also inform theory and
empirical work in economic and accounting research regarding RPI-related mechanisms. First,
we contribute to the literature on target setting, which notes the apparent disconnect between
prescriptions that targets should be attainable infrequently and the prevalence of frequently
attainable targets set in organizations (Ioannou, Serafeim, and Li [2014], Merchant and Manzoni
[1989]). Targets often either explicitly contain relative performance information or allow
inferring one’s relative performance (Aranda et al. [2014], Bol, et al. [2010], Merchant and
Manzoni [1989], Murphy [2000]). In such settings, targets plausibly assume the role of RPI
reference points by serving as a standard of peer performance for comparing oneself to. A partial
explanation for the prevalence of highly attainable targets, then, might be that RPI reference
points have optimal performance effects at highly attainable levels. We find no performance
benefit to making RPI reference points attainable less than half the time. Our findings suggest
agreement between behavioral responses to RPI reference points and the prevalence of attainable
targets found in practice.
Second, we show performance implications of supervisors’ use of discretion to set targets.
For instance, supervisors set lower RPI-based targets to mitigate fairness concerns and to avoid
confrontation costs with higher-level managers (Bol et al. [2010]). Information on the initial
relative performance of these groups, paired with the results of the current study on RPI
reference point height, indicate that a lower reference point is likely to improve performance of
individuals in the bottom half of the distribution while a higher reference point is better able to
do this in the top-half of the distribution. Our results also suggest that a more optimal approach
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would be to customize the reference point to the individual depending on his or her initial
performance. When we show a student the more effective of the two reference points depending
on his or her initial performance, this baseline average 1.98 (17.56) for Δ Grade (Δ Activity
Level) rises to 3.5 (24.56). By contrast, showing students the median regardless of their initial
performance produces a Δ Grade of 3.04 (Δ Activity Level of 22.81). The customized approach
yields a 43% (33%) larger effect.
Third, our results provide insight into motivating performance among partitions of
performance that are problem areas for tournaments. The literature on tournaments and rankbased pay shows that those who are performing very well or poorly compared to a rewarded
relative performance mark do worse when they notice the distance (Asch [1990], Hannan et al.
[2008], Casas-Arce and Martinez-Jerez [2009]). Our findings show that displaying the median
RPI reference point motivates performance among below-median performers. We also show that,
when performance is outcome-based, displaying the top-quartile reference point motivates
performance among top-quartile performers. We thus offer a nonfinancial performance tool—the
selection of RPI reference point height—for motivating performance among groups that a
tournament would tend to leave discouraged (if a low performer) or complacent (if a high
performer).
Fourth, our study focuses on behavioral responses to RPI reference points that are prevalent
in employee and executive evaluations and compensation decisions. 29% of corporations in a
Corporate Executive Board survey reported using forced-curve employee rankings for
performance management (McGregor [2013]). Some systems include peer quartiles as RPI
reference points, two of which we test behavioral responses to (Grote [2005]). As mentioned, our
results suggest that behavioral responses to viewing comparison to the median (top quartile) will
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be most positive among low (high) performers. If managers have to choose one or the other, they
could pick the reference point that motivates the group they feel is most critical to have
performing well. Our results suggest that customizing the reference point based on initial
performance is preferable.
At the executive level, financial statements list peer-group composition along with executive
pay relative to target percentiles of the peer group (Bebchuk and Fried, [2004], Bizjak et al.
[2011]). The SEC has proposed requiring companies to disclose both the percentile of the CEO’s
pay and a standardized measure of the company’s performance relative to the compensation peer
group (Securities and Exchange Commission [2015]). While the disproportional prevalence of
earning and executive pay targets above the peer median has drawn widespread criticism (Bizjak
et al. [2011]), we find behavioral responses that suggest relative performance targets set above
the peer top-quartile might elicit performance improvement for individuals in the top half of the
distribution. Future research can weigh this dynamic along with financial and career concerns in
assessing the value of high targets for performance and compensation.
Finally, we contribute to accounting literature on the format of performance information
reports. Studies show that order, categorization, visibility, and other display characteristics of
information included in performance reports influence decisions made in stock trading and in
employee evaluation (Bloomfield et al. [2006], DeBusk, Brown, and Killough [2003], Dilla and
Steinbart [2005], Maines and McDaniel [2000]). Although performance reports are also often
provided to individuals to aid in improving their own performance, little evidence shows how
formatting the information differently alters performance effects (Yigitbasioglu and Velcu,
[2012]). Our results suggest a performance benefit of customizing reference point height to an
individual based on initial performance.
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6. CONCLUSION
Our study provides some of the first evidence of the effect of providing alternatively high
reference points within RPI. We also show how the effect depends on an individual’s initial
performance relative to the two alternatives. Further, we address the moderating role of
performance-measure type by testing a process-based and an outcome-based performance
measure.
We find that the effect of providing a relatively high reference point in RPI depends on
one’s initial performance relative to the alternatives. We test the peer top-quartile and the peer
median. The effect of providing the higher rather than the lower is concave in initial
performance. The effect is negative among below-median performers. The effect is positive
among above average performers. In the case of an outcome-based performance measure, it is
also positive for those in the top-quartile of performance. Collectively, our findings inform the
selection of a reference point to drive performance in the desired partition of initial performance.
The findings also suggest that, when reports are private as in our setting, customizing the
reference point based on an individual’s initial performance is preferable.
Managers and government regulators can incorporate these results when selecting RPI
reference points to yield desired behavior. RPI reference points are playing a growing role in
settings including retail, education, energy consumption and taxpaying. The results also reveal
dynamics of social comparison that help in identifying their optimal application within oftstudied systems for measuring, managing, and reporting performance.
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Table 1. Variable Definitions
Dependent Variables
Activity Level

Δ Activity Level
Grade
Δ Grade
Problem Attempts
Δ Problem Attempts
Problem-Attempt Accuracy
Dependent Variable Components
Video Views
Problem Attempts
Forum Posts
Other Forum Actions
Number of Days Active in the
Course
Total Actions

Independent Variables
Control
Median Reference Point (RPI_M)

Top-quartile Reference Point
(RPI_T)

Description
The following weighted sum, that approximately scales
each type of action’s historical mean to the historical
mean of video views in the experiment host courses:
video views + 1.5 x problem attempts + 20 x forum posts
+ 2.5 x other forum actions + 5 x number of days active
in the course + 0.1 x total actions.
Activity Level at the experiment’s end minus Activity
Level at the experiment’s beginning
The percent of the total problems in the course that a
student has answered correctly
Grade at the experiment’s end minus Grade at the
experiment’s beginning
The number of times a student entered an answer to any
problem
Problem Attempts at the experiment’s end minus
Problem Attempts at the experiment’s beginning
The percent of problems that a student attempted during
the experiment, if any, that were answered correctly.
Description
The number of times a student started watching a video
As defined in the dependent variables section
The number of posts a student made in discussion forums
The number of actions (e.g., voting for a post, responding
with a comment to an original post) a student took in
discussion forums
The number of calendar days on which a student
accessed the course
All actions in the course that are recorded electronically;
these include video views, problem attempts, forum
posts, and other forum actions, but are not limited to
them
Description
An indicator variable equal to one if the individual is a
member of the control group, which does not receive RPI
displays.
An indicator variable equal to one if the individual is a
member of the treatment group that receives an RPI
display with the peer median reference point; the peer
median is the median activity level of individuals who
have accessed the course
An indicator variable equal to one if the individual is a
member of the treatment group that receives an RPI
display with the peer top-quartile reference point; the
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Relative Performance Information
(RPI)
Moderator Variables
Initially Below Median

Initially Third Quartile

Initially Top Quartile

Gender
Developed Country

Level of Education
Age
Descriptive Variables
Familiarity With Subject

Commitment to Complete Course

Number of Online Courses
Previously Enrolled-In

peer top-quartile is the top-quartile activity level of
individuals with who have accessed the course
An indicator variable equal to one if either Top-quartile
Reference Point = 1 or Median Reference Point = 1
Description
An indicator variable equal to one if the individual’s
activity level was less than or equal to the median of all
individuals who had accessed the course at the
experiment’s start
An indicator variable equal to one if the individual’s
activity level was greater than the median and less than
the top-quartile of all individuals who had accessed the
course at the experiment’s start
An indicator variable equal to one if the individual’s
activity level was greater than or equal to the top-quartile
of all individuals who had accessed the course at the
experiment’s start
An indicator variable equal to one (zero) if the individual
chose Female (Male) as their gender in the course
registration process.
An indicator variable equal to one if the individual
indicated their country of residence and the country is of
UN Developed Nation status, and equal to zero if the
individual indicated their country of residence and the
country is of UN Developing Nation Status
An indicator variable equal to one if the individual
indicated their level of education and has a bachelor’s
degree or higher degree.
The age, if any, that an individual indicated during
registration, truncated at 5 and 100.
Description
Response to survey question, “How familiar are you with
[course]?” 0 = Not at all Familiar; 1 = Slightly Familiar;
2 = Somewhat Familiar; 3 = Very Familiar; 4 =
Extremely Familiar.
Response to survey question, “People register for
HarvardX courses for different reasons. Which of the
following best describes you?” 1 = Here to browse the
materials, but not planning on completing any course
activities (watching videos, reading text, answering
problems, etc.); 2 = Planning on completing some course
activities, but not planning on earning a certificate; 3 =
Planning on completing enough course activities to earn
a certificate.
Response to survey question, “How many online courses
have you registered for in the past?”
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Number of Online Courses
Previously Completed

Response to survey question, “How many online courses
have you completed in the past?”
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Figure 1.

This  figure  shows  the  mean  Δ Activity Level for each treatment and in each partition of
initial performance.   These   data   are   from   the   main   experiment,   with   Activity Level  
as  the  displayed measure  of  performance in RPI.    
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Figure 2.

This  figure  shows  the  mean  Δ Grade for  each  treatment  and  in  each  partition  of  initial  
performance.   These   data   are   from   the   supplemental   experiment,   with   grade   as   the  
displayed measure  of  performance in RPI.    
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Figure 3.

This figure plots estimated effects on Δ Activity Level of providing the
top-quartile rather than median reference point in Activity-Level RPI. The
effects are estimated in partitions of initial performance (below median,
third quartile, and above top quartile) from the main experiment.
Figure 4.

This figure plots estimated effects on Δ Grade of providing the topquartile rather than median reference point in Grade RPI. The effects
are estimated in partitions of initial performance (below median, third
quartile, and above top quartile) from the supplemental experiment.
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Table  2.  Sample  Selection  and  Descriptive  Statistics  for  Main  Experiment
Panel  A:  Sample  Selection
Total  Enrollment
        Exclude  Students  who  did  not  Access  the  Course
Final  Sample

24,554
9,375
15,179

Panel  B:  Descriptive  Statistics
N
Mean
Std.  Dev.
25%
75%
Gender
13,260
0.32
0.46
0
1
Age
10,013
32.03
9.75
25
37
Level  of  Education
10,264
0.84
0.36
1
1
Developed  Country
11,599
0.62
0.48
0
1
Familiarity  With  Subject  
532
1.46
0.91
1
2
Commitment  to  Complete  Course
512
2.57
0.61
2
3
Number  of  Online  Courses  Previously  Enrolled-‐‑In
503
5.97
4.55
2
5
Number  of  Online  Courses  Previously  Completed
526
3.33
3.82
0
4
Grade
10,169
9.31
23.67
0
10
Activity  Level
15,177
117.73
247.74
5
70
Δ  Activity  Level
15,177
21.23
89.43
0
5
This  table  shows  the  sample  selection  and  descriptive  statistics  for  the  main  experiment.  Activity Level is the displayed
measure of performance in RPI.  Demographic  data  are  missing  for  students  who  did  not  fill  it  in  when  asked  in  the  
registration  process  and  within  the  course.  Grade  is  missing  for  students  whose  records  were  no  longer  in  the  course  after  
we  completed  development  of  a  code  for  accessing  grade  data.  Grade  is  only  provided  in  the  main  experiment  for  
descriptive  purposes.  "Level  of  Education"   is  an  indicator  variable  for  an  individual  holding  a  bachelor's  or  higher  
degree.  "Familiarity  With  Subject"  is  on  an  increasing  scale  of  0-4.  "Commitment  to  Complete  Course"   is  on  an  increasing  
scale  of  1-3.  
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Table  3.  Sample  Selection  and  Descriptive  Statistics  for  Supplemental  Experiment
Total  Enrollment

28,057

        Exclude  Students  who  did  not  try  Graded  Content
Final  Sample

23,597
4,460

Panel  B:  Descriptive  Statistics
N
3,902
3,772
3,857
4,367
2,242
2,404
2,221
2,221
4,460
4,460
4,460
588
4,460
4,460

Gender
Age
Level  of  Education
Developed  Country
Familiarity  With  Subject  
Commitment  to  Complete  Course
Number  of  Online  Courses  Previously  Enrolled-‐‑In
Number  of  Online  Courses  Previously  Completed
Activity  Level
Problem  Attempts
Δ  Problem  Attempts
Problem-‐‑Attempt  Accuracy
Grade
Δ  Grade

Mean
0.30
30.62
0.81
0.64
1.57
2.16
3.44
1.86
222.43
94.05
9.40
0.28
21.65
2.63

Std.  Dev.
0.45
28
0.38
0.47
0.97
0.92
3.75
2.86
230.17
122.40
36.74
0.33
28.95
11.22

25%
0
24
1
0
1
2
1
0
11
10
0
0.12
1
0

75%
1
35
1
1
2
3
5
2
354
146
0
0.38
34
0

This   table   shows   the   sample   selection   and   descriptive   statistics   for   the   supplemental   experiment.   Grade is the
displayed measure of performance in RPI.   Demographic   data   are   missing   for   students   who   did   not   fill   it   in   when  
asked  in  the  registration  process  and  within  the  course.  Level  of  Education  is  an  indicator  variable  for  an  individual  
holding   a   bachelor's   or   higher   degree.   "Familiarity   With   Subject"   is   on   an   increasing   scale   of   0-4.   "Commitment   to  
Complete  Course"  is  on  an  increasing  scale  of  1-3.  
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I

Table  4.  Correlation  of  Descriptive  Statistics  for  Main  Experiment
II
III
IV
V
VI

I
II

Gender
Age

-‐‑0.101***

III
IV

Level  of  Education
Developed  Country

0.022**
0.059***

0.320***
0.166***

0.106***

V
VI
VII

Familiarity  With  Subject
Commitment  to  Complete  Course
Num.  Online  Courses  Prev.  Enrolled-‐‑In

-‐‑0.192***
0.004
-‐‑0.125*

0.093*
-‐‑0.031
0.288***

0.080
-‐‑0.063
-‐‑0.016

0.011
-‐‑0.126***
0.089*

0.073
0.228***

0.032

VIII Num.  Online  Courses  Prev.  Completed

-‐‑0.143***

0.325***

0.027

0.088*

0.343***

0.123**

VII

VIII

IX

X

0.727***

IX
Grade
-‐‑0.052***
0.046***
-‐‑0.029***
0.052***
0.042
0.082
-‐‑0.006
0.070
X
Activity  Level
-‐‑0.035***
0.058***
0.005
0.041***
0.031
0.062
-‐‑0.010
0.041
0.775***
XI
Δ  Activity  Level
-‐‑0.015***
0.034***
-‐‑0.018*
0.040***
0.060
0.046
-‐‑0.021
0.001
0.376***
This  table  shows  a  correlation  matrix  for  the  variables  in  the  main  experiment.  *,**,***  denote  significance  at  the  .1,  .05,  and  .01  levels,  respectively.  

0.594***

Table  5.  Correlation  of  Descriptive  Statistics  for  Supplemental  Experiment
I

II

III

IV

V

VI

-‐‑0.086***
0.062***

0.014
0.054**

-‐‑0.015

0.025
-‐‑0.010

0.078***
0.027*

0.082***
0.016

0.032
0.094***

0.789***
0.062***

0.100***

0.006
0.029*
-‐‑0.012

0.018
0.022
-‐‑0.008

0.0435**
-‐‑0.020
-‐‑0.013

0.102***
0.042**
0.020

0.054**
0.034
0.066

0.098***
0.026
0.103*

I
II

Gender
Age

III

Level  of  Education

0.016

0.344***

IV
V

Developed  Country
Familiarity  With  Subject

0.074***
0.027

0.144***
0.084***

0.092***
0.158***

0.066***

VI
VII

Commitment  to  Complete  Course
Num.  Online  Courses  Prev.  Enrolled-‐‑In

-‐‑0.013
-‐‑0.123***

-‐‑0.016
0.211***

-‐‑0.032
0.037*

VIII Num.  Online  Courses  Prev.  Completed
IX
Activity  Level

-‐‑0.135***
-‐‑0.017

0.253***
0.058***

-‐‑0.022
-‐‑0.017
-‐‑0.055

0.017
0.014
0.029

X
XI
XII

Problem  Attempts
Δ  Problem  Attempts
Problem-‐‑Attempt  Accuracy

VII

VIII

IX

X

XI

0.888***
0.292***
0.039

0.230***
0.003

0.045

0.766***
0.209***

0.277***
0.922***

XII

XIII

0.231***
0.275***

0.315***

-‐‑0.128***

XIII Grade
-‐‑0.045***
0.034***
0.010*
0.050***
0.047**
0.094***
0.102***
0.148***
0.856***
XIV Δ  Grade
-‐‑0.020
0.046***
-‐‑0.028*
0.023
-‐‑0.020
0.038*
0.042**
0.031
0.271***
This  table  shows  a  correlation  matrix  for  the  variables  in  the  supplemental  experiment.  *,**,***  denote  significance  at  the  .1,  .05,  and  .01  levels,  respectively.  
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Table  6.  Number  of  Students  by  Continent  in  Main  Experiment
Number  of  Students
Continent
Africa
Asia
Europe
North  America
Oceania
South  America

Developed  Country
Developing  Country
0
626
113
2,629
3,329
1
3,533
554
0
78
0
578
6,975
4,466
This   table   shows   the   distribution   of   individuals   in   the   main   experiment  
across  the  developed  and  developing  world,  subcategorized  by  continent.  

Table  7.  Number  of  Students  by  Continent  in  Supplemental  Experiment
Number  of  Students
Continent
Africa
Asia
Europe
North  America
Oceania
South  America

Developed  Country
Developing  Country
0
107
36
963
1,277
2
1,398
163
114
1
0
306
2,825
1,542
This   table   shows   the   distribution   of   individuals   in   the   supplemental  
experiment   across   the   developed   and   developing   world,   subcategorized  
by  continent.  
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Table  8.  RPI  Access  in  Main  Experiment
Sample
RPI
    Never  Accessed  RPI
    Accessed  RPI  Once
    Accessed  RPI  More  than  Once
RPI_M
    Never  Accessed  RPI
    Accessed  RPI  Once
    Accessed  RPI  More  than  Once
RPI_T
    Never  Accessed  RPI

N
9,752
213
367
4,890
108
176
4,862

    Accessed  RPI  Once
105
    Accessed  RPI  More  than  Once
191
This  table  describes  the  distribution  of  RPI  graph  access  in  the  main  
experiment.   The   table   categorizes   individuals   by   experimental  
condition.   The   differences   in   RPI   access   between   the   RPI_M   and  
RPI_T  groups  are  not  statistically  significant.
Table  9.  RPI  Access  in  Supplemental  Experiment
Sample
N
RPI
    Never  Accessed  RPI
2,995
    Accessed  RPI  Once
409
    Accessed  RPI  More  than  Once
372
RPI_M
    Never  Accessed  RPI
1,503
    Accessed  RPI  Once
203
    Accessed  RPI  More  than  Once
180
RPI_T
    Never  Accessed  RPI
1,503
    Accessed  RPI  Once
206
    Accessed  RPI  More  than  Once
192
This   table   describes   the   distribution   of   RPI   graph   access   in   the  
supplemental   experiment.   The   table   categorizes   individuals   by  
experimental   condition.   The   differences   in   RPI   access   between   the  
RPI_M  and  RPI_T  groups  are  not  statistically  significant.
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Table  10.  Distribution  of  Δ  Activity  Level  in  Main  Experiment
Partition
N
Mean  Δ  Activity  Level
Control
    Initially  Below  Average
2,659
10.78
    Initially  Third  Quartile
1,124
16.02
    Initially  Top  Quartile
1,056
36.27
    All
4,839
17.56
RPI_M
    Initially  Below  Average
2,966
16.43
    Initially  Third  Quartile
1,068
16.48
    Initially  Top  Quartile
1,140
45.33
    All
5,174
22.81
RPI_T
    Initially  Below  Average
2,916
12.54
    Initially  Third  Quartile
1,094
24.96
    Initially  Top  Quartile
1,148
35.00
    All
5,158
20.18
This   table   shows   the   mean   Δ   Activity   Level   for   individuals   in   the   main  
experiment.   The   table   categorizes   individuals   by   experimental   condition  
and  by  initial  performance  level.  
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Table  11.  Distribution  of  Δ  Grade  in  Supplemental  Experiment
Partition
N
Mean  Δ  Grade
Control
    Initially  Below  Average
995
2.16
    Initially  Third  Quartile
234
1.94
    Initially  Top  Quartile
236
1.22
    All
1,465
1.98
RPI_M
    Initially  Below  Average
1,032
3.95
    Initially  Third  Quartile
234
1.73
    Initially  Top  Quartile
237
0.65
    All
1,503
3.09
RPI_T
    Initially  Below  Average
1,023
2.95
    Initially  Third  Quartile
233
3.04
    Initially  Top  Quartile
236
1.98
    All
1,492
2.81
This  table  shows  the  mean  Δ  Grade  for  individuals  in  the  supplemental  
experiment.  The  table  categorizes  individuals  by  experimental  condition  
and  by  initial  performance  level.  
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Table  12.  RPI  and  Reference  Point  Effects  in  Main  Experiment
Panel  A.  RPI  Effect  and  Reference  Point  Partitioned  Effects    
1

2

3

4

Yes

-‐‑3.71**
[-‐‑2.21]
Yes

7.43**
[2.24]
Yes

15,126
Student
All

5,882
Student
RPI  &  Init.  BelowAverage

2,168
Student
RPI  &  Init.  Third  Quartile

-‐‑6.57
[-‐‑1.62]
Yes
20.81
2,288
Student
RPI  &  Init.  Top  Quartile

Δ  Activity  Level
RPI

2.77**
[2.46]

RPI_T
Course  Fixed  Effects
Bayes  Factor
N
Clustering
Sample

This  panel  shows  effect  estimates  for  the  main  experiment.  Column  1  shows  the  effect  of  RPI.  Columns  2-4  show,  for  individuals  in  the  RPI
condition, the effect of displaying RPI with the top-quartile as opposed to median reference point. These columns are partitioned by an
individual's initial level of performance. T-statistics are in brackets. *, **, *** denote statistical significance at the .1, .05, and .01 levels,
respectively.
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Table  12.  RPI  and  Reference  Point  Effects  in  Main  Experiment  (Continued)
Panel  B.  Reference  Point  Effect  Concavity  and  Net  Effect
1

2

3

4
-‐‑2.14
[-‐‑1.32]

Δ  Activity  Level
RPI_T

-‐‑4.77***
[-‐‑2.70]

-‐‑3.52**
[-‐‑2.09]

-‐‑6.57
[-‐‑1.62]

Init.  Third  Quartile

-‐‑3.31
[-‐‑1.63]

4.49**
[2.19]

-‐‑22.61***
[-‐‑6.73]

12.46***
[3.29]

11.04***
[2.87]

13.69***
[2.70]

Yes

Yes

Yes

RPI_T  x  Init.  Third  Quartile
Course  Fixed  Effects
Bayes  Factor
N
Clustering
Sample

10,332
Student
RPI

8,044
4,450
Student
Student
RPI  &  (Init.  Below  Average   RPI  &  (Init.  Third  Quartile  
or  Init.  Third  Quartile)
or  Init.  Top  Quartile)

Yes
3.79
10,332
Student
RPI

This   panel   shows   effect   estimates   for   the   main   experiment.   Columns   1-3   illustrate,   with   the   coefficient   on   RPI_T   x   Init.   Third   Quartile,   the  
concavity  in  initial  performance  of  providing  the  top-quartile  as  oppposed  to  median  reference  point.  The  effect  is  concave  in  initial  performance  
in  that  it  is  most  positive  for  individuals  in  the  third quartile  of  initial  performance.  Column  4  shows  the  average  effect  of  providing  the  topquartile  as  opposed  to  median  reference  point. T-statistics are in brackets.  *,**,***  denote  statistical  significance  at  the  .1,  .05,  and  .01  levels,  
respectively.  
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Table  13.  RPI  and  Reference  Point  Effects  from  Supplemental  Experiment
Panel  A.  RPI  Net  Effect  and  Reference  Point  Partitioned  Effects
1
2

3

4

-‐‑1.00*

1.31

1.32**

Yes

[-‐‑1.67]
Yes

[1.41]
Yes
2.04

[2.14]
Yes

4,460
All

2,055
RPI  &  Init.  Below  Average

467
RPI  &  Init.  Third  Quartile

473
RPI  &  Init.  Top  Quartile

Δ  Grade
RPI

0.97***
[3.06]

RPI_T
Course  Fixed  Effects
Bayes  Factor
N
Sample

This  panel  shows  effect  estimates  for  the  supplemental  experiment.  Column  1  shows  the  effect  of  RPI.  Columns  2-4  show,  for  individuals  
in  the  RPI  condition,  the  effect  of  displaying  RPI  with  the  the  top-quartile as opposed to median reference point. These columns are
partitioned by an individual's initial level of performance. T-statistics are in brackets. *, **, *** denote statistical significance at the .1, .05,
and .01 levels, respectively.
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Table  13.  RPI  and  Reference  Point  Effects  from  Supplemental  Experiment  (Continued)
Panel  B.  Reference  Point  Effect  Concavity  and  Net  Effect
1

2

3

4
-‐‑0.27
[-‐‑0.61]

Δ  Grade
RPI_T

-‐‑0.56
[-‐‑1.13]

-‐‑1.00*
[-‐‑1.67]

1.32**
[2.14]

Init.  Third  Quartile

-‐‑1.61**
[-‐‑2.53]
1.88*
[1.77]

-‐‑2.22***
[-‐‑3.23]
2.31**
[2.09]

1.13*
[1.86]
-‐‑0.062
[-‐‑0.05]

RPI_T  x  Init.  Third  Quartile
Bayes  Factor
N
Sample

2,995
RPI

1.93
2,522
923
RPI  &  (Init.  Below  Average   RPI  &  (Init.  Third  Quartile  
or  Init.  Third  Quartile)
or  Init.  Top  Quartile)

2.79
2,995
RPI

This  panel  shows  effect  estimates  for  the  supplemental  experiment.  Columns  1-3  illustrate,  with  the  coefficient  on  RPI_T  x  Init.  Third  Quartile,  
the   concavity   in   initial   performance   of   the   effect   of   providing   the   top-quartile   rather   than   median   reference   point.   The   effect   is   concave   in  
initial  performance  in  that  it  is  most  positive  for  individuals  in  the  third quartile  of  initial  performance.  Column  4  shows  the  average  effect  of  
providing  the  top-quartile  as  opposed  to  median  reference  point.  T-statistics are in brackets. *,**,***  denote  statistical  significance  at  the  .1,  .05,  
and  .01  levels,  respectively.  
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Table  14.  RPI  and  Reference  Point  Effects  by  Demographics
1
2
Δ  Activity  Level
RPI

1.00
[0.26]

4
Δ  Grade

0.04
[0.04]

RPI_T
Gender

3

8.71*
[1.74]

-‐‑2.40
[-‐‑1.46]

-‐‑4.67***

-‐‑0.95

-‐‑0.20

-‐‑0.77

Level  of  Education

[2.97]
3.27

[-‐‑0.47]
0.02

[-‐‑0.37]
0.94

[-‐‑1.11]
-‐‑0.16

Age

[1.57]
0.02

[0.01]
0.30**

[1.62]
-‐‑0.02

[-‐‑0.16]
0.03

Developed  Country

[0.25]
5.62

[2.56]
5.05***

[-‐‑0.87]
0.39

[0.66]
-‐‑0.72

[3.67]

[2.63]

[0.71]

[-‐‑0.93]

RPI  x  Gender
RPI  x  Level  of  Education
RPI  x  Age
RPI  x  Developed  Country
RPI_T  x  Gender
RPI_T  x  Level  of  Education
RPI_T  x  Age
RPI_T  x  Developed  Country
N
Sample

2.30
[1.12]
-‐‑2.75

-‐‑0.363
[-‐‑0.48]
-‐‑0.11

[-‐‑1.03]
0.13
[1.11]
-‐‑2.12
[-‐‑1.06]

[-‐‑0.13]
0.03
[0.90]
-‐‑0.05
[-‐‑0.07]

-‐‑2.73
0.29
[-‐‑1.02]
[0.29]
0.97
2.17*
[0.29]
[1.90]
-‐‑0.27*
-‐‑0.03
[-‐‑1.85]
[-‐‑0.71]
-‐‑3.08
2.18**
[-‐‑1.20]
[2.20]
9,598
6,450
3,611
2,437
All
RPI
All  
RPI  
Main              
Main                 Supplemental   Supplemental  
Experiment                      
Experiment             Experiment
Experiment

This   table   shows   effect   estimates   for   providing   RPI   and   providing   the   top-quartile   rather  
than  median  reference  point  by  the  study's  demographic  variables.  The  interaction  terms  in  
Columns  1-2  illustrate  any  dependence  of  the  effect  of  RPI  and  the  higher  reference  point  on  
Δ  Activity  Level  in  the  main  experiment.  The  interaction  terms  in  Columns  3-4  illustrate  any  
dependence   of   the   effect   of   RPI   and   the   higher   reference   point   on   Δ   Grade   in   the  
supplemental   experiment.   T-statistics   are   in   brackets.   *,**,***   denote   statistical   significance  
at  the  .1,  .05,  and  .01  levels,  respectively.  
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Table  15.  Effect  of  Grade  RPI  on  Problem-‐‑Attempt  Quantity  and  Accuracy
1

2.28**
[2.06]
4,460

Problem-‐‑Attempt  
Accuracy
3.27
[1.41]
588

All

Attempted  Problems

Δ  Problem  Attempts
RPI
N
Sample

2

This  table  shows  effect  estimates  for  the  supplemental  experiment  of  the  effect  
of  RPI  on  problem-attempt  quantity  and  accuracy.  Problem-Attempt  Quantity  
is   captured   by   Δ   Problem   Attempts.   Problem-Attempt   Accuracy   is   only  
calculable   for   the   subsample   of   students   who   attempted   a   problem   during   the  
experiment.   T-statistics are in brackets. *,**,***   denote   statistical   significance   at  
the   .1,   .05,   and   .01   levels,   respectively.      
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Table  16.  Cell  Means  Model  for  Main  Experiment
Control
Below  Median

c1	

Above  Top  Quartile

c4	

10.78                         16.43              
(0.943)
(0.463)

c2	

Third  Quartile

RPI_M

c5	

16.02                  
(1.815)

16.48                    
(1.772)

c3

c6	

36.27              
(2.514)

45.33                  
(3.376)

RPI_T

c7	

12.54              
(0.969)

c8	

24.96              
(3.452)

c9	

35                    
(2.980)

c1...3
	
17.56

c4...6
	
22.81

c7...9
	
20.18

(0.934)

(1.289)

(1.207)

c4...9
	
21.49
(0.884)
This	
 table	
 shows	
 cell	
 means	
 for	
 Δ	
 Activity	
 Level	
 from	
the	
 main	
 experiment.	
 Cells	
 are	
 the	
 nine	
 categories	
 from	
the	
 matrix	
 of	
 initial	
 performance	
 (Below	
 Median,	
 Third	
Quartile,	
 Above	
 Top	
 Quartile)	
 and	
 experimental	
 condition	
(Control,	
 RPI_M,	
 RPI_T).	
 Each	
 cell	
 contains	
 a	
 coefficient	
from	
 an	
 OLS	
 regression	
 on	
 	
 Δ	
 Activity	
 Level	
 of	
 a	
categorical	
variable	
representing	
an individual's	
belonging	
to	
the	
cell.	
Standard	
errors	
are	
in	
parentheses.	
All	
coefficients	
are	
statistically	
significant	
at	
the	
.01	
level.
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Table  17.  Hypothesis  Tests  for  Main  Experiment
Cells

Coefficient

Intercept

c1…3

17.56

c4...9

21.49

c4

16.43

c7

12.54

c5

16.48

c8

24.96

c6

45.33

c9

35.00

c7  &  9

-‐‑4.86

c4  &  6

c8

7.43

c5

c7

-‐‑3.71

c4

c8

7.43

c5

c8

7.43

c5

c9

-‐‑6.57

c6

c4…6

22.81

c7…9

20.18

Hypothesis

Test  Statistic

P-‐‑Value

None

H0:  c1…3  =  c4…9                          
F  =  5.12**
HA:  c1…3  <  c4…9

0.023

None

H0:  c4  =  c7                          
F  =  4.79**
HA:  c4  >  c7

0.028

None

H0:  c5  =  c8                          
F  =  4.84**
HA:  c5  <  c8

0.027

None

None

H0:  c6  =  c9                          
HA:  c6  <  c9

F  =  2.45

0.117

H0:  c7  &  9  =  c8                          
2
χ   =  11.13***
HA:  c7  &  9  <  c8

0.000

H0:  c7  =  c8                          
2
χ   =  9.09***
HA:  c7  <  c8

0.002

H0:  c8  =  c9                          
2
χ   =  7.46***
HA:  c8  >  c9

0.006

H0:  c4…6  =  c7...9                          
F  =  1.75

0.185

This  table  shows  the  hypothesis  tests  for  the  main  experiment,  with  Δ  Activity  Level  
as   the   dependent   variable,   based   on   the   cell   means   model   in   Table   16.   F   tests  
compare  coefficients  within  the  cell  means  model  as  displayed  in  Table  16  with  the  
intercept   suppressed.   χ2   tests   compare   coefficients   between   variants   of   the   cell  
means   model   with   different   cells   ommitted   to   serve   as   the   intercept.   The   F   tests  
compare   the   RPI   to   to   the   control   condition,   and   the   top-quartile   to   the   median  
reference  point  condition.  The  χ2  tests  show  concavity  in  initial  performance  of  the  
performance  effect  of  providing  the  top-quartile  rather  than  median  reference  point.  
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Table  18.  Cell  Means  Model  for  Supplemental  Experiment
Control
Below  Median

c1	

2.16                        
(0.297)

c2	

Third  Quartile

1.94                  
(0.484)

c3

Above  Top  Quartile

1.22              
(0.463)

RPI_M

c4	

3.95              
(0.463)

c5	

1.73                    
(0.509)

c6	

0.65                  
(0.304)

RPI_T

c7	

2.95              
(0.381)

c8	

3.04              
(0.783)

c9	

1.98              
(0.539)

c1...3
	
1.98

c4...6
	
3.09

c7...9
	
2.81

(0.225)

(0.332)

(0.300)

c4...9
	
2.95
(0.224)
This	
 table	
 shows	
 cell	
 means	
 for	
 Δ	
 Grade	
 from	
 the	
supplemental	
experiment.	
Cells	
are	
the	
nine	
categories	
from	
the	
 matrix	
 of	
 initial	
 performance	
 (Below	
 Median,	
 Third	
Quartile,	
 Above	
 Top	
 Quartile)	
 and	
 experimental	
 condition	
(Control,	
 RPI_M,	
 RPI_T).	
 	
 Each	
 cell	
 contains	
 a	
 coefficient	
from	
 an	
 OLS	
 regression	
 on	
 Δ	
 Grade	
 of	
 a	
 categorical	
variable	
 representing	
 an individual's	
 belonging	
 to	
 the	
 cell.	
Standard	
 errors	
 are	
 in	
 parentheses.	
 All	
 coefficients	
 are	
statistically	
significant	
at	
the	
.01	
level.
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Table  19.  Hypothesis  Tests  for  Supplemental  Experiment
Cells

Coefficient

Intercept

c1…3

1.98

c4...9

2.95

c4

3.95

c7

2.95

c5

1.73

c8

3.04

c6

0.65

c9

1.98

c7  &  9

-‐‑0.56

c4  &  6

c8

1.31

c5

c7

-‐‑1.00

c4

c8

1.31

c5

c8

1.31

c5

c9

1.32

c6

c4…6

3.09

c7…9

2.81

None

None

None

None

None

Hypothesis

Test  Statistic

H0:  c1…3  =  c4…9                          
F  =  9.36***
HA:  c1…3  <  c4…9
H0:  c4  =  c7                          
F  =  2.79*
HA:  c4  >  c7
H0:  c5  =  c8                          
HA:  c5  <  c8

F  =  1.98

P-‐‑Value
0.002

0.095

0.159

H0:  c6  =  c9                          
F  =  4.60**
HA:  c6  <  c9

0.032

H0:  c7  &  9  =  c8                          
2
χ   =  3.15*
HA:  c7  &  9  <  c8

0.075

H0:  c7  =  c8                           2
χ   =  4.36**
HA:  c7  <  c8

0.036

H0:  c8  =  c9                           2
χ   =  0.00
HA:  c8  >  c9

0.991

H0:  c4…6  =  c7...9                          
F  =  0.37

0.542

This  table  shows  the  hypothesis  tests  for  the  supplemental  experiment,  with  Δ  Grade  
as   the   dependent   variable,   based   on   the   cell   means   model   in   Table   17.   F   tests  
compare  coefficients  within  the  cell  means  model  as  displayed  in  Table  17  with  the  
intercept   suppressed.   χ2   tests   compare   coefficients   between   variants   of   the   cell  
means   model   with   different   cells   ommitted   to   serve   as   the   intercept.   The   F   tests  
compare   the   RPI   to   to   the   control   condition,   and   the   top-quartile   to   the   median  
reference  point  condition.  The  χ2  tests  show  concavity  in  initial  performance  of  the  
performance  effect  of  providing  the  top-quartile  rather  than  median  reference  point.  
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Table 20: Survey Responses and Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Comparisons of Survey Responses for Main Experiment
Panel A: Survey Questions (the number of students selecting a response sits beside the response in parentheses)
1. Are you interested in seeing how your activity in the course compares to the...
classmate median:
somewhat (20)
no (16)
classmate top quartile:
somewhat (14)
no (22)

yes (21)
yes (21)

2. How important is it to you to be more active in the course than…
50% of your classmates:
not at all important (28)
75% of your classmates:
not at all important (31)

somewhat important (15)
somewhat important (15)

important (16)
important (13)

2. How confident are you in your ability to be more active in the course than…
50% of your classmates:
not at all confident (7)
somewhat confident (20)
75% of your classmates:
not at all confident (11)
somewhat confident (20)

confident (29)
confident (25)

Panel B: Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Comparisons of Survey Responses
Interest in viewing reference point
z score: 2.12 in favor of median reference point
p-val: 0.033
N=57
Importance of reaching reference point
z score: 1.89 in favor of median reference point
p-val: 0.057
N=59
Confidence in ability to reach reference point
z score: 2.82 in favor of median reference point
p-val: 0.004
N=56
This table shows survey questions and responses regarding individuals' opinions of the peer median and top-quartile
reference points, as well as a comparison of responses. In comparing responses for each question, the least affirmative
response is coded as 1, the intermediate response as 2, and the most affirmative response as 3.
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Table 21: Survey Responses and Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Comparisons of Survey Responses for Supplemental Experiment
Panel A: Survey Questions (the number of students selecting a response sits beside the response in parentheses)
1. Are you interested in seeing how your grade in the course compares to the...
classmate median:
somewhat (13)
no (6)
classmate top quartile:
somewhat (13)
no (6)

yes (22)
yes (22)

2. How important is it to you to get a higher grade in the course than…
not at all important (13)
somewhat important (10)
50% of your classmates:
not at all important (14)
somewhat important (11)
75% of your classmates:

important (16)
important (14)

2. How confident are you in your ability to get a higher grade in the course than…
not at all confident (5)
somewhat confident (12)
50% of your classmates:
not at all confident (8)
somewhat confident (15)
75% of your classmates:

confident (21)
confident (16)

Panel B: Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Comparisons of Survey Responses
Interest in viewing reference point
z score: 0.00
p-val: 1.000
N=41
Importance of reaching reference point
z score: 0.70 in favor of median reference point
p-val: 0.479
N=42
Confidence in ability to reach reference point
z score: 2.49 in favor of median reference point
p-val: 0.012
N=39
This table shows survey questions and responses regarding individuals' opinions of the peer median and top-quartile
reference points, as well as a comparison of responses. In comparing responses for each question, the least affirmative
response is coded as 1, the intermediate response as 2, and the most affirmative response as 3.
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Appendix A: Relative Performance Information Displays, Emails and Surveys
1. Example Email with Link to RPI Display

In the supplemental experiment, the “Grade” replaces any reference to “Activity”
2. Example In-Course Link to RPI Display

The link titled, “Check your progress (link will open in a new tab)” takes control-group
students to the standard course progress chart for HarvardX courses. The same link takes
treatment group students directly to the proposed experiment’s RPI display that is
customized to their activity in the course. The RPI display webpage has a link at the
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bottom titled, “Click here for a more detailed progress chart”, which takes treatmentgroup students to the standard HarvardX course progress chart.

3. RPI Displays
Peer-Median Reference Point
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Peer-Top-Quartile Reference Point

In the main experiment, the graphs dynamically scale to show levels of activity above
150, and start with a default height of 150. The “Click here for a more detailed progress
chart” link takes treatment group students to the default HarvardX course progress chart.
In the supplemental experiment, “Grade” replaces any reference to activity or "Activity
Level". The annotations read "classmates who've attempted a problem" rather than
"classmates". The graph has a fixed scale from 0-100.
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4. Registration Form (Required of all HarvardX Students)
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5. HarvardX Standard Pre-course Survey (example from a course called “Statistics
and R for the Life Sciences”)
Red asterisks, which will not be visible to survey participants, are placed next to
questions that determine a value of a predicted moderator variable. These are followed by
the associated coding for analysis.

* Commitment to Complete Course = 1, 2, or 3 corresponding to the first three options in the
order that they are listed
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* Familiarity with Subject = 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 corresponding to the options in the order that
they are listed
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* Number of Online Courses Previously Enrolled In = the number entered for the first
question above
* Number of Online Courses Completed = the number entered for the second question
above
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6. Field Experiment-specific Survey
We distributed this survey, with references to grade instead of activity in the case of the
supplemental experiment, in the last two weeks of the main and supplemental experiments.
1.#

a.#
b.#

2.#

a.#
b.#

3.#

a.#
b.#

Answer Coding
We code a student’s response to each question as a one, two, or three in order from
negative to affirmative. In Tables 20 and 21, we provide charts of the percentage of
respondents selecting each response and test for differences in the distribution of
answers regarding the median and top quartile respectively.
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